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Abstract

Graphene-metal nanocomposites are promising materials to address the heat dissipation problems in nanoscale electronic and computing devices. A low resistance interface between metal and graphene contact is crucial for the development of high efficient nanodevices. In this direction, we have investigated the thermal conductance (TC) across the gold graphene interface for various thicknesses of the graphene layer and temperatures using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The TC is found to decrease with the increase in graphene layer number from one to three. Further increase in the number of layers has no effect on the TC. The TC is also found to increase monotonously with the temperature in the range of 50 K-300 K. However, there is no effect of temperature on TC beyond 300 K. In order to enhance the TC value, we have investigated the thermal transport in defect mediated gold-graphene interface for various defect sizes and defect densities. TC is found to increase significantly with the increase in the vacancy defect size and density of defects in the graphene sheet. The TC obtained for graphene containing defects of size 2.24 Å and 3.16 Å at 300 K is found to be 5 % and 26% higher than the TC obtained for defect free graphene. The vibrational density of states (VDOS) of interface forming materials shows that the defects in graphene sheet enhance the out-of plane low frequency vibrational modes within graphene. This process facilitates high vibrational coupling between the gold and graphene, and enhances the heat transfer across the interface. This demonstrates that the TC across the gold-graphene interface can be tuned by adjusting the defect vacancy size and density of the defects.
Introduction

Energy consumption, dissipation, and waste are the main challenges in the modern society. The devices based on nanoscale materials have great potential for the design of energy efficient and high performance applications. The efficiency of these devices is limited by the heat dissipation challenges in the nanoscale integrated circuits. For example, in electronic systems, from the single processor to the data centers, the power dissipation limits the performance\(^1\). While there is no fundamental physical limitation of the device, the heavy cooling requirement makes the nanoscale device more energy inefficient\(^2\). The thermal devices made in the last few decades are equipped with advanced heat transfer devices like magnetic thermal switches, heat pipes and thermoelectrics\(^3\)\(^-\)\(^5\). Even though the heat transfer devices are significantly advanced and efficient, the interfaces of the heat transfer devices and the thermal devices limits the performance\(^4\). These operational efficiency problems with the present technologies can be addressed by increasing the maximum heat dissipation per unit area through thermal engineering at the nanoscale interfaces. The on-chip power densities in the existing silicon-based microprocessors are typically in the range of 100 W.cm\(^{-2}\), which is higher than the typical cooling facilities\(^2\). These high power densities are the major factor, which limits the operating speed of the processor to few GHz\(^2\). The remarkable high power densities can result into the hot-spots formation and eventual failure of the device. Thus, such situation is unwanted and an efficient solution is warranted for removing heat generated at nanometric scale from the devices. Thus it is necessary to develop possible means for high thermal conduction in nanodevices to reduce the heat load.

In the modern society, the demand for efficient and low energy consuming devices is steadily increasing, while the requirement of energy from developing country has increased many folds in recent years\(^6\)\(^-\)\(^8\). Thus, it is of utmost importance to convert the waste heat into useful utility, which is a challenge. This makes the present generation energy issue as a two-sided problem. On one side there is a significant need for novel and energy efficient materials to meet the high energy demands. On the other side one needs to minimize the effect of these technologies on the environment, in terms of CO\(_2\) emission and global warming. Consequently, understanding and improvement of the
energy transport in electronic and computing devices have a long lasting effect.

The electronic devices and systems are constructed using different layers of materials, which including different metals, semiconductors, and dielectric substances. Hence it is imperative to study the interface properties for the development of novel and efficient energy generation and storage devices. The thermal transport across solid interfaces is quantified by the thermal boundary conductance or Kapitza conductance. This quantifies the efficiency of heat transport across the interface. The high thermal conductivity and the surface area of the graphene make it as a promising material for heat dissipation applications in nanoelectronic devices. Metal contacts are important in interfacing the graphene in electronic devices. Hence, it is very important to understand the nature of interaction and transport properties across the metal-graphene interfaces. The study of metal contacts with the graphene is important not only because they are essential part of any active device but also a primary path of heat dissipation. The metal-graphene system properties are expected to be highly dependent on the nature of their interaction and bonding strength. On the basis of bonding nature, the interaction of metals and graphene can be categorized into two types: physisorption and chemisorption. The recent studies on metal-graphene systems demonstrated that physisorption is observed for Ag, Al, Au, Cd, Cu, Ir, and Pt metals with the graphene, whereas chemisorption is observed for Co, Ni, Pd, Ru, and Ti metal-graphene interfaces. Sundaram et al. demonstrated that the electronic structure and electron-phonon coupling of graphene are unaltered upon deposition of gold on graphene. The authors also showed that the thermal coupling at the gold-graphene interface plays an important role in thermal management during the electronic device operation. Experiments are also used to estimate the interface thermal resistance across various metal-graphite interfaces (Cu, Al, Ti, and Au) and the reported thermal resistance values are in the range of 0.8 to 2.5 x 10^-8 K m^2/W. Various researchers also studied the effect of graphene oxidation and chemical functionalization on graphene-metal interface thermal conductance using experiments. Murad et al. used molecular simulations to study the thermal transport across interfaces of silica-water and silica-water in
contact with water vapor systems. The authors explained the thermal resistance across the interface on the basis of impedance to the passage of thermal phonons across the interface and hydrophilic nature of the interface. Further, it is also shown that the interface resistance can be manipulated by changing surface morphology and by changing interface temperature of solid-liquid systems.

Recent studies of various interface thermal transport calculations using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations show that the MD simulations can be used to accurately estimate the interface transport properties and nature of interface interactions. However, thermal transport studies on graphene-metal interface using MD simulations have received much less attention. There are only a very few DFT and MD simulations, which are performed to understand the interactions of metal-graphene interfaces. As gold is one of the high thermal conductivity metal with a low coefficient of thermal expansion and high corrosion resistance, it has the potential to use as interfacing material to address the heat dissipation challenges in nano-devices. Recently, Kaur et al. used covalently bonded CNT-array-gold nanocomposite on microchip to enhance the interface thermal conductance. Moreover, the graphene is high thermal conductivity material, and the thermal conductivity of graphene can be changed by physical and chemical modification. In the recent past, it is also shown that the multilayer graphene show different thermal conductivity than single graphene sheet. The phonon engineering of graphene may make it possible to increase the thermal conductance across the gold-graphene interface. So far, the effect of graphene layer thickness, nanoscale defects in graphene and temperature on gold-graphene interface thermal transport and related physics is not clear. To address these aspects, we have conducted MD simulations to predict the gold-graphene interface thermal conductance for various graphene layer thickness (different number of graphene layer) and temperatures. The thermal conductivity of graphene can be changed by physical (creating defects and applying strain) and chemical (functionalization and doping) modification. The phonon engineering of graphene may make it possible to increase the thermal conductance across the gold-graphene interface. The present cooling requirement in electronic and computing devices also warrants the need for enhancing the interface thermal conductance across the metal-graphene interfaces. In this direction, we have
studied the effect of defect vacancies in graphene layer on gold-graphene interface thermal conductance using MD simulations.

This paper is arranged as below. In the following section we have presented the model and methodology used to predict the TC across the gold-graphene interface. Subsequently we have presented results and discussions followed by conclusions.

Model and methodology

The most common methods used to predict the thermal boundary resistances are acoustic mismatch model (AMM)\(^34\) and the diffuse mismatch model (DMM)\(^35\). In AMM method the material is assumed as continua with perfect interface with the assumption of phonon scattering at the interface. On the other hand, in DMM method a complete diffuse scattering of phonons is assumed, and phonon transmission is completely dependent on the phonon density of states of the materials forming the interface. Further, in both the methods the phonon scattering is assumed to be elastic. It is observed that the conventional DMM method, even with added anisotropy and multiple heat transport mechanisms, substantially underestimates the TC (14.71 MW/m\(^2\)K)\(^36\) across the gold-graphene interface (experimental value is in the range: 30-50 MW/m\(^2\)K).\(^18, 20, 37\) The Green’s method\(^38-39\) includes the inelastic scattering effects, but the method is computationally expensive.

The methods based on molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are also used to predict the TC, which do not require any assumptions related to phonon scattering. The direct method\(^21-22, 40-42\) and Green-Kubo method\(^43-45\) are usually used to predict the thermal conductivity of material. For an inhomogeneous system containing grain boundary the direct method is preferable. The Green-Kubo method computes the average thermal conductivity over the entire system, thus it is not suitable to study the interfacial effects\(^46\). Moreover, the Green-Kubo method suffers from the difficulty of convergence of the heat flux vector and the autocorrelation function. In the Direct method large temperature gradients are required and there is real interface at the heat sink and source, therefore finite size effects are expected to be more predominant with this method\(^46\). The reverse non-
equilibrium method (RNEMD) method,\textsuperscript{47} on the other hand, has the features of an ideal method like, no artificial boundaries in the simulation system, compatible with the chosen boundary conditions, works for small temperature gradients, applicable independently of the chosen ensemble, and reasonably quick compared to Green-Kubo method.

In this work, the interface thermal boundary conductance of metal-graphene nanocomposites is determined using RNEMD simulations. All these simulations are performed using the LAMMPS MD simulation package\textsuperscript{48}. We have considered a nanocomposite of gold and $n$-layer graphene ($n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5$ and $6$) and determined the thermal conductance across the gold-graphene interface. To carry out these calculations using MD simulations accurate interaction potentials are required to address the interactions of gold and graphene system. The C-C interactions within a graphene are described using the modified Tersoff potential\textsuperscript{49}. Additionally, Lennard-Jones (LJ) potentials\textsuperscript{50} are used to model the interactions between the carbon atoms of different graphene layers. An embedded-atom-model (EAM) potential\textsuperscript{51} is used to describe the interactions between the metal atoms. The gold-graphene interactions are described using Buckingham potential as shown below.

\begin{equation}
U_{ij}^{\text{buck}} = A_{ij} \exp \left( - \frac{r_{ij}}{\rho_{ij}} \right) - C_{ij} r_{ij}^{-6}
\end{equation}

where, $i$ and $j$ are atomic indexes, $A_{ij}$, $\rho_{ij}$ and $C_{ij}$ are parameters. The potential parameters are reported in an earlier work of Namsani et al. (unpublished results), where the potential parameters are derived from quantum level calculations and provides a reasonable approximation for the interaction between the gold and graphene. These parameters are shown to be reproducing the macroscopic properties like contact angle of gold on graphene surface and gold-graphene interlayer distance. This potential is also successfully used by Namsani et al.\textsuperscript{52} to study the dewetting of gold film and process of nanoparticle formation on a graphene surface.

The model simulation system used in this study is as shown in Figure 1. The simulation system consists of two gold-graphene interfaces, which divide the gold region into three parts. The
thickness of the gold is fixed to 20 nm in all the calculations. To perform the thermal boundary conductance calculations, the required equilibrated structures of the gold-graphene system are generated using MD simulations. We have first performed the simulations using NPT ensemble followed by NVT ensemble. Each ensemble simulations are conducted for 4 ns. The temperature and pressure are maintained using Nosé-Hoover thermostat and barostat. The equilibrium structure obtained after NPT and NVT ensemble simulations is used to calculate the interface thermal conductance using RNEMD\textsuperscript{47} simulations. In this approach momentum of the atoms in hot and cold slabs is exchanged for every 50 fs to induce the heat flux across the interface of gold-graphene using NVE ensemble. A time step of 0.5 fs is used to perform these NVE simulations. The induced heat flux during the course of simulation creates the temperature gradient between the cold and hot slabs. NVE ensemble simulations are performed for 10 ns and the temperature profile within the nanocomposite are obtained in the heat flux direction. To make sure the temperature profile obtained is at steady state, the temperature profile is computed for every 0.5 ns and found that the slope of the temperature profile does not change with time beyond 6 ns. This converged behavior of the temperature profile within the nanocomposite shows that the system has reached a steady state. After achieving this steady state, the temperature jump (ΔT) across the interface of the gold-graphene is computed using temperature profile obtained. Finally, the obtained temperature change across the interface is used in the below equation to calculate the gold-graphene interface TC.

\[ G = \frac{-J_z}{A\Delta T}, \]  

(2)

Here, \( J_z \) is the heat flux in z-direction and \( A \) is the cross sectional area of the nanocomposite. ΔT is the temperature jump across the gold-graphene interface, which can be obtained from temperature profile.
Figure 1. Gold-graphene system with a (a) single graphene sheet (b) graphene of six layers and (c) graphene sheet with four number of defects; Typical temperature profile within a system of gold-graphene system at 300 K for (d) single layer gold-graphene system and (e) six-layer graphene gold system. The figures shown below the temperature profiles are the model simulation systems used to perform simulations.

The gold-graphene interface thermal conductance is predicted for various graphene layer numbers
and temperatures using MD simulations. We have also predicted the interface TC by considering graphene with defects. To perform these calculations, we have created different sizes of vacancy defect by removing carbon atoms from the graphene sheet. We have also varied the number of vacancy defects in graphene to study the effect of defect density on the interface TC.

The underlying mechanism of interfacial thermal transport for the case of nanocomposites formed with the gold and graphene, with and without defects, is investigated by computing the vibrational density of states (VDOS) of interface forming materials, gold, pristine graphene and graphene with defect vacancies, using MD simulations. VDOS provides the spectral description of the atomic vibration and motion in the system. To compute the VDOS, we first perform 4 ns NPT ensemble simulations to obtain the equilibrium structure, which is used to perform NVT ensemble simulations at desired temperatures for 4 ns. After NVT simulations, an additional 4 ns of NVE ensemble simulations are performed on the equilibrium structure, and velocities of the graphene carbon atoms are sampled for the last 100 ps with an interval of 0.1 ps. The velocity of these atoms is further used to calculate velocity autocorrelation function, $\langle v(t)v(0) \rangle$, where $v$ is the velocity of the atom, $t$ is time, and $\langle \rangle$ denotes the ensemble average. The Fourier transform of the VACF provides the VDOS, as shown in equation 3.

$$\text{VDOS, } D(\omega) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_0^\infty \!\! e^{i\omega t} \left( \sum_{i=1}^N v_i(t)v_i(0) \right) \, d\omega$$

In the above equation, $D(\omega)$ is the density of states function. The $\omega$ and $t$ are the frequency and time. As the gold-graphene nanocomposite is a combination of dissimilar material with different phonon transmission mechanism, the vibrational coupling of the interface forming materials control the interface TC and this vibrational coupling is quantified using the overlap factor. The overlap of the VDOS for the interface forming with gold and graphene is defined using the equation given below.\textsuperscript{53}.
Where $S$ is the overlap factor and subscript $c$ and $g$ of $D(\omega)$ indicates the VDOS of carbon and gold respectively.

**Results and Discussions**

The interface TC for the gold-graphene system is determined for different graphene layer thickness (layer number) at different temperatures. The typical temperature profiles obtained for a single layer and six-layer gold-graphene system at 300 K are shown in Figure 1(d) and 1(e) respectively. These figures clearly show a jump in the temperature profile at the gold-graphene interface. The temperature jump ($\Delta T$) across the interface is indicative of the resistance offered by the interface for thermal transport. This $\Delta T$ across the interface and the flux induced in the system are used to predict the TC across the interface (see equation (2)). Figure 1(d) and 1(e) also clearly shows that the $\Delta T$ is more for a six-layered nanocomposite compared to the single layer nanocomposite.

The thermal conductivity of multi-layer graphene is shown to be lower than the single layer graphene\textsuperscript{32}. It was also shown that the use of graphene and multi-layer graphene mixture in thermal material matrix enhance the thermal conductivity by several folds compared to the single layer graphene\textsuperscript{33}. Lee et al.\textsuperscript{54} reported a decrease in the SERS enhancement with an increase in graphene layer thickness for Ag-graphene nanocomposites. This shows that the graphene layer thickness affects the electronic and thermal properties. Thus it is important to know the effect of graphene layer thickness on gold-graphene interface TC.

Figure 2 shows the change in interface TC with the graphene layer number and temperature. The TC calculations are performed for gold-graphene systems containing different numbers of graphene
layers (n = 1 to 6) in the temperature range of 50 K to 700 K. These results demonstrate that TC increases with the temperature in the range of 50 K – 300 K. After 300K the TC does not change with the temperature. This shows that the TC is insensitive to the temperature change beyond 300 K. Figure 2 also shows the decrease in the TC with the increase in graphene layer number from 1-3. Beyond three layers the TC is found to be insensitive to the change in layer number.

![Figure 2. Thermal conductivity as a function of temperature for different layers of graphene. The solid lines are average trend lines.](image)

The computed thermal conductance across a single layer gold-graphene interface at 50 K and 300 K are 36.6 MW/m\(^2\).K and 42.0 MW/m\(^2\).K respectively. The TC obtained at 300 K (42.04 MW/m\(^2\).K) for the single layer graphene is in good agreement with the values reported in experiments (30-50 MW/m\(^2\).K)\(^{18, 20, 37}\). The DFT calculated value (58.82 MW/m\(^2\).K)\(^{12}\) is higher than the values from this work and that in the experiments. This is mainly because the DFT study did not include the van der Waals interaction completely, which is the main interaction between the gold and graphene. On the other hand it is observed that the conventional diffusive mismatch models, even with added anisotropy and multiple heat transport mechanisms, substantially underestimates the TC across Au/Gr interface (14.71 MW/m\(^2\).K)\(^{36}\). The increase in TC is 14.6% with the change in temperature
from 50 K to 300 K. In case of two-layer graphene system, increasing the temperature from 50 K to 300 K increases the TC by 36.9%. At 300 K the TC of two-layer graphene system is 38 MW/m². K. This is almost 10% less than the TC observed for the single layer graphene system. In case of three-layer graphene system the TC increases by 52% with the increase in temperature from 50 K to 300 K. However, the TC in case of three-layer system is 37.7% less than that of the single layer graphene system at 300 K. For the three-layer system, Figure 2 shows that below 300 K there is a suppression of phonon transport in heat flux direction, and as we increase the temperature there is an enhancement in the thermal conductance. Below 300 K we observe ripple formation, in which graphene atoms move in the perpendicular direction to the heat flow (see Figures S1(a) and (b) in supplementary material, which clearly show structural changes at low (T=250 K) and high temperatures (700 K)). The ripples observed at lower temperatures diminish with increase in temperature. At higher temperatures, the thermal motion of the gold is high, which suppresses the layers motion and enhances the intermolecular collision frequency at the interface. In other words, high temperature promotes enhanced heat transport across the gold-graphene interface. After three layers there is no significant change in the TC with the layer number. This decrease in the heat transport with increasing layer numbers is also in agreement with the behavior observed in a system consisting of varying number of Si and silicon like nanolayers and water interfaces.55

In the recent years, many authors showed that thermal transport in graphene can be modified by means of physical or chemical modification of the surface. In general, the physical modification involves applying strain, creating defect and nanopores. All these physical modifications are shown to affect the phonon transport in the graphene sheet. Murad et al.23 showed that the interface heat transport can be manipulated by changing the surface morphology at the solid-fluid interface. It was shown by them that inhomogeneous solids could be used to design the thermal rectifiers.56-57 Various authors also showed that the tuning the surface charge, morphology and adsorbed moieties could enhance the thermal conductivity of nanofluids and thermal conductance of solid-solid interfaces. Huang et al.60 showed that the annealing induced topological conformity enhances
the TC across the metal-graphene interface. However, to the best of our knowledge, the effect of
topological defects on the metal-graphene interface thermal conductance is not studied. In this
study, we have used graphene sheet with vacancy defects in place of normal graphene and estimated
the TC across the gold-graphene interface. We have considered two defect sizes to study the effect
of these nanodefects on TC across the gold-graphene interface. The sizes of the defects created in
graphene sheet are 2.24 Å and 3.16 Å. The number of defects (N) in the graphene sheet also varied
(N = 1, 2, 4, and 9) to study the effect of defect density on TC across the gold-graphene interface.
For the case of defect free graphene, the obtained TC at 300 K across the gold-graphene interface is
~42 Mw/m².K, which is higher than the values observed below 300K (see Figure 3(a)) for the
single layer. In order to understand the effect of temperature on the interface TC for different defect
densities, we varied the temperature from 50 K to 300. The variation in interface TC with
temperature for the case of the defect size 2.24 Å is shown in Figure 3(a).
Figure 3. (a) Variation in TC with the temperature and defect density for the case of graphene containing defect of size 2.24 Å, (b) Same as in (a) but with defect of size 3.16 Å and (c) Variation in TC with the temperature and defect size. The solid lines are average trend lines.

From the above figure, it is evident that the TC increases with the temperature for both the cases viz., graphene with defects and graphene without defects. Moreover, the TC obtained for the system
of graphene containing defects is higher compared to the defect free graphene. For the gold-graphene system containing graphene with defects, the TC is found to increase with the number of defects from 1 to 9 (N = 1 to 9). The obtained TC at 300 K for graphene containing N = 9 is ~44 MW/m^2 K that is 4.8% higher than the TC obtained for the defect free graphene, at the same temperature. The TC obtained for N = 9 is 7.8%, 3.5% and 2.2% higher than the TC obtained for N = 1, 2, and 4 respectively. This behavior is consistent with the recent experimental investigations of Kim et al.\textsuperscript{61}, where they have reported an increase in TC of graphene-Cu/Al interfaces with the increase in the percentage of defects. In all the cases, for a given number of defects, the TC is found to be highest at 300 K.

Next, we study the effect of defect size on TC. The variation in TC with the temperature and defect density for the case of 3.16 Å defect size is shown in Figure 3(b). The TC is found to increase with increasing temperature for graphene with N = 1, 2 4, and 9. The increase in the number of defects in graphene also enhances the TC of the gold-graphene interface. The obtained interface TC for N = 9 at 300 K is ~53 MW/m^2 K. This value is 26% more than the TC of defect free graphene at the same temperature. The percentage of increase in TC for graphene containing N = 9 is 25%, 23%, and 6% when compared with the obtained TC for graphene containing 1, 2, and 4 defects, respectively.

In order to provide a clear understanding of the effect of defect size on interface TC, we have shown the TC obtained for graphene containing N = 9 for both defect sizes (2.24 and 3.16 Å) along with the TC of defect free graphene in Figure 3(c). The TC obtained for graphene containing 9 defects of size 2.24 and 3.16 Å is 4.8% and 26% higher than the TC obtained for defect free graphene at 300 K. The TC obtained for graphene containing 9 defects of size 3.16 Å is 20% higher than the TC obtained for the case of graphene containing 9 defects of size 2.24 Å. This clearly shows that at a given temperature the increase in defect size increases the TC.

The above results clearly show that the TC across the gold-graphene is enhanced with the creation
of nanoscale defects in graphene. The defects contained graphene exhibits better thermal conductance compared to the graphene without defect. For example, various authors\textsuperscript{62-64} using DFT calculations showed enhanced adsorption characteristics for defective graphene and metal (gold, Pt, Fe and Al) nanoparticles through binding energy calculations. The increase in adsorption of the gold at the gold-graphene interface enhances the intermolecular collision frequency and facilitates high heat transport. This type of increase in the thermal conduction behavior is also observed for hydrophilic interfaces of Si-water system with water vapor\textsuperscript{22}. The enhancement in the gold-graphene thermal conductance with the created defects in graphene may be attributed to the change in the vibrational coupling between the gold and graphene materials.

In order to gain a detailed understanding of the heat flow across the gold-graphene interface, we analyze the vibrational characteristics of the materials forming the interface. This is achieved by first calculating the velocity autocorrelation function (VACF) of the interface materials. The Fourier transform of this VACF is known as the vibrational density of states (VDOS). The thermal transport across the interface is dependent on the vibrational coupling between the materials forming the interface. The overlap of VDOS for the interface forming materials controls the thermal transport across the interface. Thus, the concept of overlap of VDOS has been used effectively to address phonon thermal transport in many systems viz., asymmetric graphene nanoribbons\textsuperscript{65}, bi-layer nanofilms\textsuperscript{66}, graphene-SiC\textsuperscript{67} and graphene-hBN nanoribbons\textsuperscript{68}. In practice, the overlap of VDOS is represented by an overlap factor (S), which is calculated using the equation (4). In this work, the overlap factor, S, is a qualitative measure for the phonon-phonon coupling between the gold and graphene at the interface.

In all the cases the out-of-plane low frequency part of the vibrational spectra at 300 K is shown because these low frequency vibrations are responsible for the majority of heat transfer across the interface. The high frequency in-plane vibrations do not contribute much to the interface thermal transport\textsuperscript{25}. The VDOS profiles obtained for gold and multi-layer graphene are shown Figure 4(a).
The gold vibrational spectra show that the gold vibrational modes are of low frequency in nature and the vibrational frequency is in the range of 0 to 10 THz. On the other hand, the VDOS of graphene and multilayer graphene show vibrational modes in high frequency domain ranging from 0 to 50 THz. To have a better vibrational coupling with gold, the contact material at the interface should have vibrational frequency in the same range as gold. As the gold atoms vibrational frequency is below 10 THZ (see Figure 4(a)), comparison of VDOS of multilayer graphene and graphene containing defects within this range of frequency addresses the change in thermal conductance. From the profiles of gold and graphene shown in Figure 4(a), it is evident that there is no overlap of the VDOS of graphene and gold except in the range of 0 to 10 THz. This indicates potentially a high resistance for the heat transfer across the gold-graphene interface. In Figure 4(a) we have shown the zoomed in-view of the VDOS of defect free graphene and graphene containing defects, within the 10 THz frequency range, as an inset.
Figure 4. (a) VDOS profiles for n-layer graphene ($n = 1$ to $6$) and gold (b) Overlap factor obtained for different number graphene layers with gold VDOS.

The inset in Figure 4(a) clearly shows that with the increase in graphene layer number the phonon vibrational modes shift towards the high frequency side. This results in substantial VDOS overlap for single layer graphene and gold compared to the other multi-layer graphene systems. The VDOS overlap can be quantified using the overlap factor ($S$), which is shown in Figure 4(b). From this figure, we can clearly see that the single layer graphene shows more overlap compared to other
multilayer graphene systems. The overlap factor is found to be decreasing with the increase in the layer number. This shows the decrease in vibrational coupling with the increase in layer number. The percentage of decrease in vibrational coupling is 3.2, 2.1, 43.4, 72, 72 % for 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 layer graphene, respectively. This clearly shows that the TC decrease up to 3 graphene layer number. Further increase in the number of layers has no visible effect on the TC, which is also observed in the interface TC calculations (see Figure 2).

Figure 5(a) displays the VDOS for pristine graphene and graphene containing N = 2 and 9 defects, of size 2.24 Å, at 300 K. The VDOS profiles for graphene containing N = 1, 2, 4, and 9 defects of size 2.24 Å and 3.16 Å along with the VDOS profile for defect free graphene are shown in Figure S2 and Figure S3 respectively (see supplementary material). The gold and defect free graphene VDOS are also shown in Figure 5(a) for comparison. The VDOS profile for graphene shows that the phonon modes distribution is broader towards the high frequency. For N = 2, graphene containing 2 defects, the VDOS distribution peak width increases towards the low frequency compared to the defect free graphene. This shows that the phonon modes are shifted towards the lower frequency with the defect creation within the graphene sheet. As the number of defects increases from N = 2 to N = 9, the phonon distribution width gets broader towards the lower frequency (towards 5THz). The shift of these vibrational modes is quantified using the overlap factor and the obtained overlap factors are shown in Figure 5(b). It is evident from the figure that overlap factor increases with the increase in defect density. We have also observed similar kind of VDOS behavior for the case of graphene containing defects of size 3.16 Å (see the Figures S4(a) and (b) in the supplementary material). This clearly shows that the graphene with defects exhibits better vibrational coupling with gold than the defect free graphene. This increase in vibrational coupling results in lower resistance at the interface and offers high heat flow across the interface. This behavior of increase in interface TC is also clearly shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b).
Figure 5. (a) VDOS profiles for defect free graphene, graphene with defects ($N = 2$ and $9$) and gold; The inset shows the zoomed in view of VDOS within 10 THz (b) Variation of gold-graphene VDOS overlap factor with the number of defects in graphene.

Furthermore, to illustrate the change in VDOS with the change in defect size, the VDOS for graphene containing $N = 9$ defects of size 2.24 and 3.16 Å is shown in Figure 6(a) along with VDOS of defect free graphene and gold.
Figure 6. (a) VDOS profiles for gold, defect free graphene and graphene containing 9 defects of size 2.24 and 3.16 Å; inset shows the zoomed in-view of the VDOS within 10 THz (b) Variation of gold-graphene VDOS overlap factor with number of defects in graphene for pore size 2.24 and 3.16 Å.

Figure 6(a) shows that the dominant vibrational modes in graphene, observed at 15 THz and 33 THz, are shifted towards lower frequency side upon introducing the defects. For better thermal
transport across the gold-graphene interface, the enhancement of lower vibrational modes within the range of gold VDOS is required. The zoomed in view of VDOS within the gold vibrational range (0 –10 THz) is shown as an inset in Figure 6(a). This clearly shows that the graphene with defects exhibits more overlap in VDOS with gold compared to defect free graphene. Moreover, the increase in defect size further increases the overlap of VDOS with gold. The overlap factor obtained for both the defect sizes with the increase in defect density is shown in Figure 6(b). The overlap factor for both defect sizes increases with increase in the number of defects. It is also evident that for a given number of defects the graphene with 3.16 Å size defects show more VDOS overlap with gold compared to the graphene containing 2.24 Å size defects. The above results clearly demonstrate that the increase in the number of defects and increase in defect size in graphene enhances the thermal transport across the gold-graphene interface. This observation is also in line with the interface TC calculations shown Figures 2, 3(a) and 3(b).

Conclusions

We have studied the thermal transport across the gold-graphene interface and explored the mechanism of thermal transport using MD simulations. The TC is found to increase with an increase in the number of graphene layer up to three. For more than three layers of graphene, we do not observe any change in TC. Furthermore, we have studied the thermal transport in the defect mediated gold-graphene system. The results demonstrate that introducing defects in graphene sheet enhances the TC across the interface. The obtained TC at 300 K for a graphene sheet with N = 9 of size 2.24 Å and 3.16 Å show 4.8% and 26% enhancement, compared to defect free graphene, respectively. This shows that the increase in defect size and defect density enhances the TC. The TC obtained for the case of graphene with and without defects in the temperature range of 50 K – 300 K demonstrate that the TC increases with an increase in temperature. Further, the VDOS shows that the defects in graphene sheet enhances the out-of-plane low frequency vibrational modes and facilitates better vibrational coupling between the graphene and gold. The vibrational coupling between the gold and graphene is quantified using overlap factor. The overlap factor obtained for
both, graphene with and without defects, shows more overlap of VDOS for graphene containing
defects compared to defect free graphene. Moreover, we have found that the overlap factor
increases with the increase in defect size and defect density, which is line with the behavior seen in
computed TC. The increase in number of defects and defect size increases the adsorption of the
graphene layer on the gold interface, which enhances the intermolecular collision frequency at the
interface. The enhanced intermolecular collisions at the interface reduce the resistance to the
passage of the thermal phonons across the gold-graphene interface. This concludes that the increase
in defect size and defect density enhances the vibrational coupling between gold and graphene,
which results in enhancement of thermal transport across the interface.
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Snapshots of 3 layer gold-graphene system at 300 K and 700K. The Vibrational density of states
(VDOS) for all the defects graphene-gold systems considered in this study.
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